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A system of particles of k types with immigration in R* is considered. Each 
particle, according to its type, independently migrates following a symmetric stable 
process, lives an exponential amount of time and produces particles of all the types. 
The asymptotic behavior of the vector measure valued process defined by the 
system is studied for three different resealings. The results are laws of large 
numbers, functional central limit theorems, and properties of the generalized 
fluctuation limit processes (continuity, Langevin equations, large time behavior, 
spectral measures). These results include the known ones for the single type case. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The branching random field, a system of particles undergoing random 
migration and branching, has been investigated by several authors. In 
particular, results have been obtained on fluctuation limits under various 
resealings and reparametrizations (e.g., [2,6, 8,9, 10, 14, 163). Our 
objective in this paper is to extend this class of results to the multitype 
branching random field, a system of particles of several types which in 
addition to undergoing random migration can mutate, i.e., produce upon 
branching particles of types other than their own. The model we consider 
is basically the same one discussed by Ivanoff [17], but ours is somewhat 
more general, we use different techniques, and in contrast to [ 173 our main 
interest is the time evolution of the fluctuation limit processes, described by 
generalized Langevin equations. A different type of resealing (small particle 
mass) yields the so-called multitype measure-branching process, or multi- 
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type Dawson-Watanabe process [ 11, 121. The motivations for the study of 
multitype branching models arise from a variety of applications in physics 
and biology, such as bacterial populations and cosmic ray cascades, where 
changes of types play a central role (some examples are given in the books 
[l, 18, 13,241). When very large populations are involved, an important 
question is to derive the macroscopic flow of the system from the 
microscopic behavior of the particles (laws of large numbers) and study the 
fluctuations of the system around the macroscopic flow. This can be done 
in several ways, depending on which aspects of the system one wishes to 
emphasize, and this leads to introducing different kinds of resealings and 
reparametrizations. 
We consider a system of particles of k > 1 types with immigration, which 
are subject in their evolution to migration, reproduction, and mutation of 
species. The behavior of the system is roughly described as follows. At time 
t = 0, particles of the k types are distributed in some random way in the 
d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd. During its lifetime each particle 
migrates independently of the others following a spatially homogeneous 
random motion, and at the end of its life produces particles of all the types 
according to some branching law. The new particles appear at the location 
where their parent particle branches and they evolve independently under 
the same rules. In addition, particles of the k types immigrate from external 
sources into the system according to some distribution on Rd x R +, and 
they migrate and reproduce as described above. Such a system is called a 
multitype branching random field with immigration. 
For each t > 0 and j = 1, . . . . k, we denote by N,(t) the random counting 
measure on Rd determined by the locations of the particles of typej at time 
t. Let N be the process N = ((N,(t), . . . . Nk(t)), t > 01. We will study the 
asymptotic behavior of the processes N and N-EN under three different 
resealings of the system. Specifically, we will give laws of large numbers, 
functional central limit theorems, and Langevin equations and other 
properties of the limit processes. In order to shorten the length of the paper 
we will use notation which incorporates the three resealings 
simultaneously. 
In Section 2 we give some background information on generalized 
processes. Section 3 contains a precise description of the particle system 
and the notation we will use. The resealings and the corresponding limit 
theorems are given in Section 4. The proofs are in Section 5. 
2. BACKGROUNDON GENERALIZED PROCESSES 
The processes we consider take values in the space (.TP”(R~))~, where 
9’(Rd) denotes the (strong) dual of the Schwartz space .9’(Rd) of C” 
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rapidly decreasing test functions. We deal with second-order (.4”‘(R”))k- 
valued processes x= {X(t), wq= {ew),40, f>O, 4E(9vd))k}, 
(where (., .) stands for the duality on (Y’(Rd))” x (9’(Rd))“), and we 
denote the covariance functional of X by 
xi(s, 46 t, WI = Cov((X(s), 0); (X(t), w>h s, t > 0, (4 \v E (sp(Rd))k. 
The process X is called Gaussian if {(X(t), $), t 20, 4~ (9’(Rd))k} is a 
Gaussian system. 
Let B c Rd be a Bore1 set. An Y’(Rd)-valued random variable W is 
called a standard Gaussian white noise concentrated on B, if its characteristic 
functional is given by 
Eexp{i<W,cp))=exp - f/Bq2(x)dx}, cp E Y( Rd). 
A generalized Langevin equation for an (Y’(Rd))k-valued process 
X = {X(t), t > 0} is a stochastic evolution equation of the form 
dX( t) = A *X(t) dt + d%‘-<, t B 0, (2.1) 
where A * is the adjoint of a continuous linear operator A of (9’(Rd))k into 
itself, and {-W;, t 2 0} is an (Y’(Rd))k-Wiener process, i.e., {-W;, t > 0) is a 
continuous (Y’( Rd))k-valued centered Gaussian process whose covariance 
functional has the form 
where, for each u 20, Q,: (Y(Rd))” + (9”(Rd))” is a symmetric and 
positive continuous linear operator, and the function u H (QU+, v) is 
right-continuous with left limits for each $, \v. We say in this case that the 
process %‘” is determined by Q = {Q,, 24 > O}. (See [2, 31 concerning time- 
inhomogeneous generalized Wiener processes.) We interpret Eq. (2.1) in 
the sense that X satisfies 
<X(t)> 9) = (X(O), 0) + j’ <X(s), A+) ds + <%> $>, t 2 0, 
0 
for each $ E (,4”(Rd))k. A criterion for a continuous generalized Gaussian 
process to be Markovian and to obtain the generalized Langevin equation 
it satisfies is given in [2]. 
Let D(R +, (9’(Rd))k) denote the space of functions o: R, + (9”(Rd))k 
which are right-continuous and have left limits, endowed with a 
Skorokhod-type topology [23]. A criterion for convergence of processes in 
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W+ 7 V”(Rd))“) can be obtained by combining results of [23, 71. The 
topology we consider on the space (Y’(Rd))k is the strong one [26,29]. 
Concerning continuity of (Y’(Rd))k-valued processes, we will need the 
stronger topology in the subspace (YL(Rd))k of (TY’(R~))~ given by the 
Hilbertian norm 
where (II -11 --p, p = 1,2, . ..} are the usual Hilbertian norms such that 
Y’( Rd) = Up”= 1 Y;( Rd). 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND NOTATION 
We consider a particle system of k > 1 particle types which evolves as 
follows. The initial particles (i.e., at t = 0) of types i = 1, . . . . k are distributed 
according to independent Poisson random fields on Rd with intensity 
measures yiABi, where yi 2 0, and A, is the Lebesgue measure on Rd 
restricted to the Bore1 set Bi. The immigrant particles of types i= 1, . . . . k 
appear according to independent space-time Poisson random fields with 
intensity measures BJ,,, where Pi > 0, and A,, is the Lebesgue measure on 
Rd x R, restricted to the Bore1 set %Zi, and these random tields are 
independent of the initial ones. (The sets S$ are assumed to have smooth 
boundaries). Each particle migrates and branches independently of the 
others. The lifetimes of the particles of types i = 1, . . . . k, are independently 
and exponentially distributed with mean V;‘, and their migrations are 
spherically symmetric stable processes on Rd with exponents CQE (0,2] 
(in general different). The branching law of the system is assumed to have 
finite factorial moments up to order 3. 
We denote by Ni(t) the random counting measure on Rd determined by 
the positions of the particles of type i at time t > 0; i.e., Ni(& A) is the num- 
ber of particles of type i which at time t are in the Bore1 set A c Rd, and 
we define N,(t)-0 for t<O. For each i= 1, . . . . k, iVi= {Ni(t), 120) is a 
process with values in the space of counting measures on Rd. We consider 
the process N = {N(t) *(N,(t), . . . . N,Jt)), t 3 0} and the fluctuation 
process M s N-EN. The process M takes values in (Y’(Rd))k and 
the process N takes values in (J$(R”))~ for p > d/2, where A$(R”) 
is the space of non-negative Radon measures p on Rd such that 
j~d (1 + lx12)-” Ad 1 x < co, equipped with the p-vague topology [19,20]. 
We recall that the spherically symmetric stable process with exponent 
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a E (0, 23 is a spatially homogeneous Markov process whose transition 
probability densities {p:, t B O> are given by 
P;(x) = P:(o, x) = P;( *, . +x)=(2x)-q& exp- {ix.y+ t IJ~*> dy, 
t>,O,xERd, (3.1) 
where x. y denotes the scalar product in Rd. The case a = 2 corresponds 
to the Wiener process with variance parameter 2. The infinitesimal 
generator of the semigroup {.Fa(t), t >, O> of linear operators on L*(R”), 
corresponding to this process, is the fractional power of the Laplacian 
A, = -( -A)a’2 [l&25] and ,4”(Rd) t Dom(A,). From Eq. (3.1) follows 
the self-similarity relation 
P(t) qK= (LP(t/K”) cp)“, ta0, K2 1, (3.2) 
where for each cp E Y(Rd), qK denotes the mapping xc--, cp(x/K), x E Rd. 
Let M”’ denote the matrix (k x k) whose entries are the first-order 
moments of the branching law. If we assume that &Z(i) is irreducible, and 
a = (a,, . . . . uk) and b= (b,, . . . . bk), ai>O, bi>O, i= 1, . . . . k, are respectively 
the right and left eigenvectors corresponding to the Perron eigenvalue z of 
the matrix A = [ V,Sii; i, j= 1, . . . . k](M”’ - I), normalized so as to verify 
a . b = 1, then exp{ tA } > 0 (componentwise) for all t > 0 and 
exp{tA)=exp{tz}P+R(t), (3.3) 
where P= [aibj; i, j= 1, . . . . k], R(t) = [R,(t); i, j= 1, . . . . k], and R,(t) = 
O(exp{tz’}) as t + co for some t’ <z [27]. The branching law is termed 
subcritical, critical, or supercritical if t < 0, r = 0, or z > 0, respectively. 
(We remark that this classification is in correspondence with p < 1, p = 1, 
or p > 1, for the Perron eigenvalue p of the mean matrix MC’), for any 
positive V1, . . . . V,). 
We close this section with a summary of notations we use: 
99(E): o-algebra of Bore1 subsets of the topological space E. 
D(R+, E): space of functions from R + into E which are right- 
continuous and possess left limits. 
C$(Rm): functions from R” into R with bounded derivatives up to 
order j. 
C{ X,, I E J >: a-algebra generated by the family of random variables 
IX,, rE31. 
A,: Lebesgue measure restricted to the Bore1 set B. 
( ., . ): dualities or integrations. 
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For VESY(R~X R,) and tE R,, 
% := {.=Rdl(x, t)M}, %’ A t := {(x, s)evjs< t}. 
For (Pi, Il/iI Rd+ R; 8,: Rdx R, + R, Bie.?8(Rd), qi~i?i3(Rdx R+), 
aieR+, i=l, . . ..k and 4=(cpl, . . . . qk), w=($~, . . . . ek), 0=(8,, . . . . Ok), 
ct = (ccl) . ..) 4, B = (B,, . . . . BJ, ~9 = 6%) . . . . %ce,), 
(“BT $> := i cli jB, Cpi(x) dx, 
i=l 
I: identity matrix. 
mjl’(h)= C jhPi(jl9 *..,jk) 
iI, . . . . jk > 0 
and 
m!2'(h% ') = 1 jh(j,- dhl) Pi(jl2 e.7 jk), 
il, .  .  .  .  jk 2 0 
where p,(j, , . . . . j,) denotes the probability that a particle of type i branches 
into j, particles of type m; h, i, I, m = 1, . . . . k. 
M(l) G [m!')(j) i j = I ), 1 7 aa.3 k]: matrix of first moments of the 
branching law. 
fbf!“(x, y) = c:,,=, mj*‘(h, 1) xh y/, x, y E Rk, i= 1, . . . . k. 
&I’*’ = (My’, ,.., My’). 
V= diag{ VI, . ..) v,). 
‘4 = V(M”’ -I). 
h,=diag{A.,, . . . . A,,}, where A, = -(-A)‘>/*, i= 1, . . . . k. 
U’ = U= {U(t), t>O}: semigroup on (IC*(R~))~ generated by A, +A. 
(The operator A acts on Rk by matrix multiplication.) 
U* = { U’(t) = [U;,(t), p, q = 1, . . . . k], t 2 0}: semigroup on Rk 
generated by A. (U’ acts on (L2(Rd))k in the obvious way.) 
U3. E {U’(t) = diag{F”‘(t), . . . . Yk(t)}, t B 01: semigroup on 
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(L’(E’))“, where F”(t), t > 0 is the semigroup on L2(Rd) generated by 
A,, i= 1, . . . . k. 
6,: Dirac point measure at x. 
6,: Kronecker delta. 
*: weak convergence of probability measures 
as.: almost surely. 
4. RESCALINGS AND LIMIT THEOREMS 
We consider the following three resealings parametrized by K > 1 with 
K+ al. 
1. High density. The initial and immigration intensities of the k 
types of particles are respectively KY,, ,,., Ky, and Kj?,, . . . . Kpk. We denote 
the process by N l-K E { N1,K(t), t 3 O}. The objective of this scaling is to 
consider a high particle density without change in the space-time scales. 
2. Space scaling. The spatial coordinates are Kx, x E Rd; 
al= . . . = uk and the sets Bi, wi are such that 
KB,= {KxIxEB~) = Bi, (4.1) 
KWi,,= (KXIXE%~,~}=Vi,f, (4.2) 
for i= 1, . . . . k and f > 0. We denote the process by N2*K _= (N2’K(t), t > 0), 
i.e., 
W2yK(t), 6) = (N(t), M./K)), t > 0, $ E (9’( Rd))? 
In this scaling we look at large spatial sets and bounded time intervals. The 
migration effects become negligible compared with the branching. 
3. Space-time scaling with low immigration and asymptotic criticality. 
Assume that a, = . . . = DL~ = LY and d> a. The space-time coordinates 
are Kx, K”t, the immigration intensities are /3JK”, i= 1, . . . . k, the sets 
Bi, gi satisfy (4.1) and (4.2), respectively, and, in addition, the limits 
Ci=lim,,, %& exist, i = 1, . . . . k. We consider an asymptotically critical 
case where the dependence of the branching law on K is such that 
M’l’,K= I+ O(K-d), M’2’,K + M(2) as K+co, 
and the third factorial moments are uniformly bounded in K. (See 
Remarks 1 and 2 below.) We denote the process by N3xK= {N3,K(r), t 2 0), 
i.e., 
<N3?t), 4) = WW”t), N./K)), r > 0, a) E (Y( Rd))“. 
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This scaling is meant to consider large space-time sets in a way which 
preserves the migration distribution. The assumptions of asymptotic criti- 
cality and d > tl are needed in order to have a limit. The low immigration 
intensity is necessary to counteract the large immigration caused by the 
time scaling. 
The fluctuation processes corresponding to these resealings are, respec- 
tively, 
We will now state our results. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Laws of large numbers). For each t > 0 and Q, E (Y( Rd))k, 
Ke’(NL”M 0) + <yAs, U’(t) 9) + (84 ,, t, W- .I 9>, I= 1, 2, 3, 
inL2asK-too,where~,=-1and~,=8,=-d.(For1=3,~~tisinter- 
preted us C x [0, t], where C = (C,, . . . . C,).) 
THEOREM 4.2 (Functional central limit theorems). 
MLK a M’, I= 1, 2, 3, 
in D(R+, (9”(Rd))k) as K --) co, where M’, I = 1,2, 3 are centered Gaussian 
processes whose covariance functionals 
.x’(s, 4; t, vMWM’(s), dOOf’( w>), I= 1,2, 3, 
are given by 
.x’(& 9; t, w) 
= (YABP (1 - 813) wm 0 U’(t - s) v)> 
+ y&j-; U’(v) VM’2’(U’(s-v)+, U’(t-v)v)dv 
( > 
+ (bh h SF u-~,,W’(s- wow-S)W)) 
+(kLJ-;-~ U’(v) VM(2)(U’(s- . -v)+, U’(t- . -v)v)dv 
> 
, 
I= 1, 2, 3 (4.3 1 
for each I$, w E (9’(Rd))k and 0 <s < t. (For I= 3, %? A s is interpreted as 
cx co, sl). 
683/40/l-5 
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THEOREM 4.3 (Properties of the fluctuation limits). (A) Continuity. 
The processes M’, I= 1, 2, 3, are as. continuous. Moreover, there exists p B 1 
such that the processes M’, I= 1,2, 3, are a.s. continuous in the norm 1) .I1 --p. 
(B) Markov property and Langevin equations. For I = 1,2,3, M’ is 
a Markov process which satisfies the generalized Langevin equation 
dX( t) = Y/*X(t) dt + dw;, t>O 
x(o)=(1-6,,)y”20 w, 
(4.4) 
where 9 is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup U’, 
Y “2 E (y ;y, . ..) yk”), W= (W,, . . . . W,), W,, . . . . W, are independent Gaussian 
white noises concentrated respectively on B,, . . . . Bk, and ?Y’ E { %“‘,, t > 0} is 
an (SJ”(R~))~- Wiener process whose covariance functional is determined by 
the family of operators {Q!,, u > 0) such that, for all I$, WE (Y(Rd))k and 
u20, 
<Q',h w> = (yns, (1 -a,,) W)W’(+ o w) -0 o y’v 
- w 0 ~‘$I+ u’(u) ~M’2’(+, VI > 
+ cm, A UT (l-MW- weKP++4a~0[w 
- \v 0 9’+] + U’(u - .) VM(‘)($, v)) 
+(l -~,,KBfb”Aow>. (4.5) 
(For1=3,%?~u=Cx[O,u]). 
(C) Spectral measures. Assume that B, = Rd, %Zi = Rd x R,, 
i = 1, . . . . k, and a, = . . . = ak E a. For all t >O, M’(t), I= 1, 2, 3, are 
homogeneous random fields whose spectral measures have the form a:(z) dz, 
where a:(z) are matrix valued functions given by 
a:(z)=diag i Y,,U&,(t);p= 1, . . . . k 
n=l 
+ Y, V,m!?(r, s) ji U$Ju) U$ (t - U) UTq (t - u) 
xexp(-2(t-u) /l~/l~8,~) du 1 j~.q = 1, _._. k 
i /I.~‘U&(u)du;p=l,...,k 
n=l 0 
+ nfll It, P.~mm!3r,~~Jb~J~~u uL(v) CJt-u-v) [, 
x U;9(t-u-v)exp(-2(t-u-v) ll~lj~6,~) dvdu 
I p.q = 1, ___. k
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for I= 1, 2 (a: is constant), and 
O;‘(Z) = diag{y, V,mF’(p, p); p = 1, . . . . k} 
x IIz/I-~ (1 -exp{ -2 114”})/2 
+ diag{ j?,, V,mf’(p, p); p = 1, . . . . k} 
x llzll -2X (2t 11~/1~ + exp{ -2t LIZ]/“} - 1)/4. 
The generalized random fields M’(t), t 2 0, 1 = 1, 2, 3, are not induced by 
ordinary random fields (i.e., they do not have L*-densities). 
(D) Large time fluctuations. Let r,-sj” R,(u) du, where R,, 
i, j= 1, . . . . k, are given by (3.3). Assume that Bi = Rd, Vi = Rd x R,, a1 = 
. 9 . = aA E a, and in (1) (below) the matrix 44”’ is irreducible. 
(1) Zn the subcritical case M’(t) =S M’, as t + co, I= 1,2, where 
M’, is a centered, Gaussian, (Y’(Rd))k-valued random variable 
whose covariance kernel [k$,“(z, w)],,,= 1. __,, k and spectral 
measure [a:;(z)] p,4 = ,, ,__, k dz are given respectively by 
ki,T(z, w)=6,-,,9, 2 8,(-~~1a,b,+r,,) 
n=l 
+ i i j?,, VmmE)(r, s)( --Z-‘anbm + mm) 
n,m=l r,s=l 
s 
m 
U;Ju) U&.(u) P;,(z, w) du, l= 1, 
0 
X 
1=2, 
and 
c$$‘(z) = b,, i /?,( --2-la,bp + rP) 
PI=1 
k k 
+ c c A V,,,m!,?(r, s)( -zela,b, + r,,) 
n,m=l r,s=l 
X 
5 
m ufq(u) U$(u) ev{ -2u IMa (1-6d) du, 
0 
ZER’, p, q = 1, . . . . k. 
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(2) IfpI= ... =flk=O, then M3(t)*M’, as t+a~, where ML is 
a centered, Gaussian, (Y”(Rd))k-valued random variable whose 
covariance kernel [k:$“(z, w)],,,= ,, .,,, k and spectral measure 
[a~qm(z)]P,,= ,,.,.,k dz are given respectively by 
Ck;bm(z, w)lp,,=l....,k=diag f’-, mC2’(p, p) 10m &,(z, w) du, p = 1, ,.., k}, p 
and 
C$ywlp.q= I,...,k = diagi VP $?(p, PI yP, P = 1, . . . . k} II4 -“/2. 
The generalized homogeneous random fields M’, , 1 = 1,2, 3, are 
not induced by ordinary random fields. 
Remarks. 1. The assumption of asymptotic criticality in the space- 
time scaling implies that MC2) = lim,, m A4(*)vK is diagonal. The limit 
results are the same as those for M(l),K = I, M(2)*K E MC2). The proofs with 
asymptotic criticality are essentially the same, and the possibility of 
resealing the branching makes this resealing applicable to slightly non- 
critical models. 
2. In the space-time scaling, if we abandon the hypothesis of 
asymptotic criticality (of the special type assumed) and we assume that 
M(l) is irreducible, we can show that in the critical case the finite-dimen- 
sional distributions of M3*K converge weakly to those of M, where M is 
a process in (LY”(R”))~ which is centered Gaussian, whose covariance 
functional is more general than that of M3. The asymptotic criticality of the 
special type assumed is used to show relative compactness of the family 
(M3.r KB l}. 
3. The asymptotic behavior in the spatial scaling is independent of 
the migration process of the particles, because this scaling annihilates the 
migration in the limit. In this case the fluctuation limit coincides with the 
result obtained by Ivanoff [ 173 for fixed time. 
4. The fact that expressions (4.5) define covariance functionals of 
generalized Wiener processes is a consequence of Theorem 2 of [2]. 
5. In the single type case, Dawson [5], Ivanoff [16], and Dawson 
and Ivanoff [6] have proved the existence of steady states for some par- 
ticular branching random fields. In our case, since the sets %l E W( Rd x R + ), 
i = 1, . . . . k, are arbitrary, there are no steady states in general. Ivanoff [17] 
has established the existence of steady states in the subcritical case, assum- 
ing%$=R’xR+ andy,=O,i=l,..., k. 
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5. PROOFS 
Since the proofs require a substantial amount of calculations, we will 
only outline the parts which involve (almost) straightforward computa- 
tions. The details appear in [20]. 
Let N,(t 1 (n, x)) denote the random counting measure on Rd determined 
by the positions of the particles of type r at time t, whose ancestor is a 
single particle of type n, initially located at x E Rd, r = 1, . . . . k. We denote by 
(.;.) thescalarmatrixproduct.Ifm~l,O~t,~~~~~t,,andcp~,...,cp~ 
are measurable functions such that (N,(t,), Iv!/ ) < 03 a.s., r = 1, . . . . k; 
j= 1, . . . . m, then, by restricting the initial and the immigration random 
fields to compact sets and conditioning on the number of particles of each 
type, it can be shown, as in [6], that the characteristic function of the 
random matrix [(N,(tj), cp{)] = [(N,(t,), cp!); r= 1, . . . . k; j= 1, . . . . m] is 
given by 
F(Cql) 
=Eexp(i(l+l; C(N,(tj), cpI’>l)I 
=exp i {y.G[Eexp{i $ i u,(~~(t,l(n,*)),a:)~-l]dx 
n=l j=l r=l 
+B.[[wnAr (Eeipji Ii? i u~j~N~(fj~sl(n~x)~~~~)~-l]dxds~, 
m j=l r=l 
urj E R; r = 1, . . . . k; j = 1, . . . . m. (5.1) 
By differentiating (5.1) in the usual way we obtain the following expres- 
sions for the means and covariances of NJ t), p = 1, . . . . k: 
E<Np(tL cp>= i 
n=l 
{yn j-B” EW,(t Ih x)1, cp > dx 
+JL 
E(N,(t-uI(n,x)),cp)dxdu 
n A I 
(5.2) 
x<N,(t-ul(n,x)),IL>dxduj, s < t. (5.3) 
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Hence, to evaluate these means and covariances it suffices to calculate the 
expectations E(N,(tI(n,x)), cp> and E(N,(sl(n,x)),cp)(N,(tl(n,x)),IC/), 
for n = 1, . . . . k. 
Let z, denote the lifetime of an initial particle of type n, and F’“(t), 
t 20, the semigroup of linear operators on L2(Rd), generated by A,“, 
n = 1, . . . . k. By a renewal argument we have 
=JwgtIh4bP) lc,,,,,+E(N,(tI(n,x)),cp) l[r,<r] 
= 6, exp{ - V,t} Fan(t) q(x) 
t30; p = 1, . . . . k, (5.4) 
and 
wY# I@, x)), cp X&W h XI), ti > 
= WqM, x)), cpxq4 (4 x)), e> l,,n>s, 
+E(N,(sl(n,x)),cp)(N,(tl(n,x)),~) lfT,<S, 
= b, exp( - V,s} f-“Ys)(cpWN,(t -8 I(4 .)h ICI >Nx) 
+v, i: mb”(r)~~expi-v,u}~~“(u)EC(N,(s-ul(I,.)),cp) 
I=1 
x(N,(t-ul(1,.)),~>l(x)du 
+V, 5 f m~2’(lm)~~exp{-V,,u}~““(u)(E(N,(s-uI.(I,.)),~) 
I=1 m=l 
xE(N,(t-ul(m,.)),ICI))(x)du, 
O<s<t; p, q = 1, . . . . k. (5.5) 
It can be shown, as in Ivanoff [ 173, that Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) have at most 
one solution. These solutions are given in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let U(t) = [Uii(t); i, j= 1, . . . . k], t 20, denote the 
operator semigroup on (L2(Rd))k generated by & + A. Then, for all x E Rd, 
cp, I+$ E Y(Rd), n, p, q = 1, . . . . k, and 0 < s < t, 
E<N,(tl(n, x)1, cp > = u,,(t) v(x) (5.6) 
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and 
where 
f:‘)((r, 4, cp); (u, P, ti); Y) 
= ,$, C, mj2)(f, n) E(N,(rl(I, y)), cp> WN,(ul h .Y)h ICI). 
Proof: Since A, + A = A, - V+ VM (I), it follows from [28, p. 721, that 
for all $ = (pl, . . . . (Pi) E (Y(P)Y, 
U(t)$=Q(l)b+~‘Q(ks) l’M”‘U(s)~$ds, 
0 
where Q(t) = diag{e-“‘P’(t); i= 1, . . . . k}, t 3 0. Therefore, for XE Rd, 
x u,,(s) cp,(x))n 4 n = 1, . ..) k. 
Setting $ = (0, . . . . cp, . . . . 0) (where cp is the pth coordinate), the above 
expression shows that E(N,(t I (n, x)), cp) = U,,(t) C&X) is the (unique) 
solution of the renewal equation (5.4). The second assertion follows by 
verifying directly that (5.7) solves (5.5). 1 
Let 0 < s < t, $ = (cpl, . . . . (Pi), and w = ($, , . . . . @J. The relations 
and 
Cov((W), 4); W(t), w>)= i i CWW,(s), (my); (N,(t), vQ,>) 
p=l q=l 
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together with (5.2), (5.3), (5.6), and (5.7) yield the following expressions for 
the mean and covariance functionals of the process N. 
COROLLARY 5.2. For all 4, w E (,4”(Rd))k and 0 <s < t, 
E(N(t),$)=(yA,, U(t)+>+@&,,, U(t-.)$> (5.8) 
.x(s, 9; t, v)=EE((W), $> -E(N(s), +))((N(t)> v)-E<N(t), ur>) 
= <YAB, W)(O 0 U(t - $1 WI 
+j-; U(u) VM(*)(U(s-u)t), U(t-u)v)du) 
+ (B& A 3-Y vs- .)(+ou(t-S)v) 
+Js-’ U(u) KW2’( U(s - . -u) I$, U(t - . - u) w) du), 
0 
s< t. (5.9) 
From (5.2) and (5.6) it follows that the processes NP G {N,(t), t > 0}, 
p=l , . . . . k, as well as the corresponding centered processes, take values in 
the space of signed tempered measures p on Rd such that 
f Cl+ Ilxll’)-” IP (dx) < ~0, Rd 
with p > d/2. Hence they also take values in 9”(Rd), and therefore the pro- 
cesses NE {(N,(t), . . . . Nk( t)), t 2 0} and N - EN are (Y’(Rd))k-valued. 
Moreover, as we will show, the processes N and N-EN can be realized 
in the Skorokhod space D(R+, (9”(Rd))k). 
N is a Markov process which is not time-homogeneous since the Bore1 
sets %I$, i= 1, . . . . k, are, in general, arbitrary. However, the process 
Y(t) E ((N(t), t), t > 0} is homogeneous Markov and its infinitesimal 
generator is given by 
LtdP, t) = $ gbb t) + L(t) dP, t), P E (Ap(RdNk, t 2 0, 
for each g E Dam(L). Here L(t), t 2 0, are linear operators which, evaluated 
on cylindrical functions of the form F+(pl, . . . . pk)*= F( (p,, cp, ), . . . . 
(pk, (Pk)), with + = (cpl, . . . . (Pk) E (9’(Rd))k and FE C(Rk) = C;(Rk) U 
{fl,f2}, wherefl(xl, . . . . xk) = Cf= I xi and f*(x) = (fr(~))~, are given by 
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+ G, 
where F: = dF/i?xi, F; = d2F/ax,ihj, and 
G=~(,TFT, sup IrPi(X)I (~i,A,,cpf-2cpiA,icpi))) . . xcRd 
and G=O for F=f, and F=f2. 
It follows from Dynkin’s formula that if ge Dam(L) is such that 
E (g(Y(t))( <co for each t>O, then 
g(Nt), t) - jr MN(s), s) 4 t>O 
0 
is a martingale. In particular, since 
L(tKN(t), $> = (N(t), (&+A)+) + <B&p,, $> 
and 
UtKN(t), $>’ 
=2(Nt), 4) UtKN(t), $> 
+ (N(t), (Aa + A I($0 $I- 26 0 (A, + A I$ + vM(*)(h $1) 
+ <&,P 4 0 $A 0 E (cY(Rd))k, t > 0, 
we have that for each 4 E (y(R”))‘, 
(N(t), 4) - j’ C(W), (A, +A) 4) + Wrg,, +>I & t 2 0, (5.11) 
0 
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is a square-integrable martingale. It can be shown, as in the single type case 
[S], that the increasing process of this martingale is 
s ’ [(N(s), (A,+A)(4O4)-24O(A,+A)Q 0 
+ vM’2’(4> 4)) + Wb3x,, 4 a+>1 4 t z 0. (5.12) 
Since every real martingale has a version in D(R + , R) (assuming the filtra- 
tion is enlarged so as to satisfy the “usual conditions”), (5.11) implies that 
(N, + ) has a version in D( R + , R) for each 4 E (Y(Rd))k, and therefore by 
[22] N has a version in D(R+, (9”(Rd))k). The same conclusion holds for 
the centered process N - EN. 
Let K> 1 and denote A;“= ZK-“A,. For t 20 and 4~ (Y(Rd))k we 
define 
q'+N = (A, + A) 4, 
q23KW = (A: + A) 4, 
q3*K(+) = (A, + K”D,) 4, 
r:*K(4) = U-W,, 49, 
r?‘“(4) = CL%,, 4(./K)), 
r?K(4)= (I%~,, WKD, 
Q’3K(4) = (A, + A)(4 0 0) - 24 0 (A, + A) 4 + J'M(')(+, +), 
Q2*KW= @:+A)(4 041-24 0 (A:+ A) $+ vM”‘(4, +), 
Q33K(4) = (Aa + KaD,)(4 0 4) 
- 29 0 (A, + KaD,) $ + K”V’M’2’~K(~, $), 
R:TKW = UW,, 4 0 4>, 
R:KW= (P4,, 4(./K) OM.lK)), 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
and 
(5.24) 
where D, = M(l),K - Z= O(KPd) componentwise as K + co. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let 9 ‘7 K denote the filtration generated by the process 
N1,K, 1= 1,2,3, and 8, = -l/2, e2 = -d/2, t13 = -(d+ a)/2. Then, for each 
$ E (9’(Rd))k, K> 1, and I= 1, 2, 3, 
Z:“(t) = (MLK(t), I$> -1; (M”K(s), qLK(+)) ds, t20 
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is a square-integrable martingale with respect to the filtration 9’,K, whose 
increasing process is given by 
((Z:“)), = K2”j’ [N-(s), Q’+$)) + R;K(~)] ds, t>O. (5.25) 
0 
Proof. Arguing as for the martingale (5.11) (with the obvious changes 
on the infinitesimal generators), one can show that for each $ E (9’(Rd))k, 
(N’?t), 4) -1: C(N’%), q’?$)) + r:“(+)l 4 t>,O (5.26) 
is a square integrable F’K -martingale whose increasing process is 
s ’ C(N”%), Q’%$)> + @“WI 4 t 2 0. (5.27) n 
Since 
Z:“(t) = K@ 
i 
(NAK(t), 4) -ji [ (NLK(s), qkK(g)) + r:“(4)] ds 
-E (N’K(t), $> -fi C(N’%), q’,K($)) +r:K(4)1 ds ( )I 
, 
it follows from (5.26) and (5.27) that for I= 1,2, 3,Zr(t), t 2 0 is a square 
integrable martingale and that its increasing process is given by (5.25). i 
We now give the proofs of the limit theorems. To begin with, let us state 
the following preliminary result. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let 0 < s < t, 4, v E (Y(Rd))k, and 
+‘%, 4; 1, VI-Cov(<N’%), 4); <N’KW, w>), 1= 1, 2, 3. 
Then K28’X’K(s, 4; t, v) -+ X’(s, $; t, v) as K+ 00, where 8, = -l/2, 
e2 = -d/2, e3 = -(d + cr)/2, and 
~‘(vb;4v)= ~n,,(l-~,,)U’(s)(~OU’(t-s)W) 
( 
+ 1; U’(u) VM’2’( U’(s - u) $, U’(t - u) w) du 
> 
(1 - 6’3) ws - -I($ 0 U’(t - s) WI 
s 
s- 
+ U’(u) VMC2)(U’(s- . -u)$, U’(t- . -u)v)du , 
0 > 
I= 1,2, 3. 
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Proof. The case I= 1 is clear. For the case I= 2 we denote 
$“( .) =$(./K) and TK(f) = ZF’(t/K’), where K> 1, Q E (LY’(R’))~, and 
t 2 0. We have 
K-dx2J$, 4; t, yr) 
= Kpd 
( 
y/Is, U(S)(~~ 0 U(t - s) #) 
-t j-i U(u) VM’2’( U(s - u) gK, U(t - u) yt”) du 
> 
+K-d( BAg,s, U(s - . )($” 0 U( t - s) ty”) 
+ss-. U(o) VM’2’(U(s- . -u)@r U(t- . -u)+)du ; 
0 > 
therefore, from assumptions (4.1), (4.2), and relation (3.2) it follows that 
K-dX2fK(s, 4; t, y) 
= y/l& U2(s) TK(t)($ 0 U2(t -s) TK(t -s) yt) 
+ J‘I: V(u) P(u) Vlw2’( U2(s - u) 
x TK(s-u)+, U’(t-u) TK(t-u)v)du \ 
+ P4AS) ( U2(s- .) P(s- .)(@O U2(t-S) T”(t-s)yt) 
U2(u) P(U) vM’2’( P(s - . - u) 
xT“(s- . -u)+, U2(t- . -u) TK(t- . -u)w)du 
+ Jf2(& 9; t, WI 
as K+ co. 
We now consider the case I= 3. We have D, = O(Ked) componentwise 
as K+ co and denote SK(t)=exp{tD,} for K2 1 and t>O. Then 
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= K-Cd+OL) 
( 
y/i,, SK(m) U3(KaS)(+K 0 SK(KN(t - 3)) 
x u3(K”(t-s))W’)+i~~S’(v) U3(u) VM’2’~K(SK(K=S-~) 
0 
x U3(K”s - u) tJf, SK@3 - u) U3(K”t - u) w”) dv 
> 
KcLs +z(-w+24 
1 ( 
jbl,, SK(K”s - 24) U3(K”s - u) 
0 
x (fjbK Q fF(Iq t - 3)) U3(Ky t - s)) yl”) 
+i 
F?s--u 
SK(u) U’(v) v 
0 
xM(2qsK(K~S-U-u) u3(K~s-u-u)t$K, F(KOLt-U-U) 
x U3(Kat - u - u) y/“) du) du, 
where M(2),K + &I(*) and, since d > a, SK(Kat) --f I as K + co. The result 
now follows as in the case I= 2. u 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let t > 0 and QE (.JY(R~))~. For I= 1,2,3 we 
define 
AAt, 9)= (Y/l,, U’(t) 9) + cm, h 19 wt- .I 4). 
Then, if 8 E R, 
EWZe(N”“(t), 9) -4th +I)* 
= K4’E(NLK(t), $)2-2K2BAI(t, $) E(NLK(t), 4) +A;(& $) 
= K4eE(N”K(t), @)2 - K4’(E(NLK(t), $))2 
+ K’fE(N’~“(t), $)(K2@E(NL”(t), $) -A,(& 9)) 
- A,(& 44(K2eWN’3KW, 4) - A(& 9)) 
= K4’X-(t, (J; t, $)+ (K’“E(N!:“(t), 0) -A,(& 4))‘. (5.28) 
Let e1 = -l/2 and O2 = t13 = -d/2. Using Corollary 5.2 to compute 
E(NLK(t), +), it is easy to show that for each t > 0 and $ E (Y(Rd))“, 
K-28’E(N’,K(t), 6) -+ A,(& 4) (5.29) 
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as K -+ 00. Proposition 5.4, together with (5.28) and (5.29) give the desired 
result. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let m be a positive integer, 0 G t, d . . . 6 t,, 
4 i, . . . . &E (Y(Rd))k, 8, = -l/2, e2 = -d/2, and e3 = -(d+ c1)/2. The 
characteristic function of the random vector ( ( MkK( t, ), 4, >, . . . . 
O+%n)~ 4,)) 2 f is or each u = (ui, . . . . u,) E R”, given by 
~~(~)~Eexp{iu.((M~~(t~),4~),..., (M’?tJ,h,,))) 
= A’B’ 
where 
A’=exp{ -iKe’u.E((N’K(t,),91>, . . . . (N”K(t,)9+m))) 
and 
B’=Eexp{iK%.((NLK(tl),~i), . . . . (N’,K(t,),@m))}. 
Let N(t( (n, x))= (N,(tl (n, x)), . . . . iVk(tJ (n, x))). It follows from (5.1) that 
B’=exp{ i {~~[~~E(exp{i i Ke’uj(N~K(tjl(n,x)),4j)}-‘)dx 
n=l j=l 
i 5 K@uj(NLK(tj-s((n, x)), @j) 
j=l 
Expanding the integrands in the above expression by Taylor’s theorem we 
obtain 
B’= (A’)-’ exp -if fK 2e’U,UjX’,K(tr, or; tj, +j) +e’(K) 
r=l j=l 
where the error term e’(K) involves the factorial moments of the system 
up to order three. Since by assumption they are finite, we have that 
e’(K) = o( 1 ), 1 = 1, 2, 3, as K + co. Hence, by Proposition 5.4, 
lim F’,( u ) = exp 
{ 
-if f UrUjx'(frv Ori tj3 4j) . 
K+cc r=l j=l 1 
We will now derive some estimates that are needed for the proof of 
tightness. 
Let p 2 0, p,(x) = (1 + 1x1 2)-p, x E Rd, and define 
by, = sup IP(x)/cp,(x)l 
XERd 
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for each cp E 9’(R”). By using Proposition 5.4 one can see that there exists 
a continuous function F: R, + R, such that for all t > 0, 4 = (cpr , . . . . qPk) E 
(9’(Rd))k and I= 1,2, 3, 
E(MkK(t), $>‘< WI:, F(t), (5.30) 
where O+ll~ E Cl= 1 iJ~,ll~. The following estimates can be easily deduced 
from Proposition 5.3 and Doob’s inequality. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let o1 = -l/2, 8, = -d/2, e3 = -(d+cc)/2. For each 
$E(Y(R~))~, tBOandK>l, 
VLK(b, t)=Eozct (MLK(~),$)2~QlE(M’,K(t),9)2 
.-. 
+ Qzt 5’ E(MLK(s), q”“($))* dt, I = 1, 2, 3, 
0 
and 
E sup K2e’(N’9X(~), $ ) 
OCS<l 
6 { 2E sup K*@( MLK(s), 4)‘) “* 
O<S<f 
+ (2 oyI (K2e’E<NLK(s), 4>)2)1’2, I= 1,2, 3, 
. . 
where Q,, Q2 are positive constants and qhK(g), I = 1, 2, 3 are given by 
(5.13)-(5.15). 
In order to prove Theorem 4.2, by [23, Theorem 4.1; 7, Theorem 8.6, 
p. 137; 8, Lemma 1.11, an idea of Holley-Stroock 1141, and Proposi- 
tion 5.3, it suffices to show that 
lim lim sup E<(K, T, 6,$, I) = 0, I= 1, 2, 3, (5.31) 
b4o K-tm 
where 
5(K T, &+,I) = 6 ,<;:p,+, ~2e’C(Nf*K(t)~ QLKW> +Rf”Wl . . 
+S2 SUP O+K(t), q""W>*, 
o<rir+c5 
and QkK, RLK, q LK. I= 1, 2, 3, are given by (5.13k(5.24). From Lemma 5.5 ,
it follows that 
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E&K, T, 6,+, E) 6 h{2Kze’V’7‘7QLK(4), T+ 8)}1’2 
+ ~‘V”“(qLK(#, T+ 6) 
+ 6{2 sup (K”‘E(N”“(t), Q”K($)))2}1’2 
O<l<T+d 
+6 sup K2e’R’;K(t$). 
O<f<T+6 
The first two terms in the right-hand side can be estimated using (5.30) and 
Lemma 5.5, thus obtaining 
~[{2K2e’V’,K(QLK($), T+6)}“*+6VLK(qLK(~), T+d)] 
< 6 Cl K2”F( T+ 6) OQ’3”(~)O:, 
+(T+h)jo*+’ 
112 
F(t) dt Oql”(QL”($))O;) 
+ X2 
1 
F( T+ 6) 0q1,K(+)02, 
+(T+6)jo’+’ F(t) dc OqLK(qLK(+))U; , (5.32) 
where C, and C2 are positive constants. For the third term, by 
Corollary 5.2, we have in the cases I= 1,2, 
K*” lE<NLK(t), Q’“($)>l <OQ”“(~)O, (C, exp{t IIAII) 
+ G fi exp(s II4 > dd, 220, (5.33) 
and 
K2@ IE(N3,K(t), Q3,“($))l < OKp”Q3~K(t$)0, (C, exp{K”t llDKll} 
+ C6 Ji ew{ K”s lPKll > ds), t > 0, (5.34) 
where C3, . . . . C, are positive constants, D, = O(Kpd) and 1). )I stands for 
matrix norm. 
Finally, from (5.22), (5.23), and (5.24) it follows that 
sup K2”R:,%) G <fin.,, 4 0 4>, 1= 1, 2, 3. (5.35) 
OCr<T+6 
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Therefore, (5.32)-(5.35) imply that 
lim lim sup Et(K, T, 6, +, 1) = 0, I= 1, 2, 3 
6-O K-tee 
for each T > 0 and + E (Y(Rd))k, which is (5.31). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (A) Continuity of trajectories. Let 4 E (Y(Rd))k 
and 0 <s < t. Since 
E(W’(t), $> - W’(s), $>I* 
it follows from (4.3) that for each T> 0 there exist positive constants 
C’,(4), I= 1,2,3, such that 
WM’W, 0) - (M’(s), cb>)*< C’,W It-A; 0 < s, t d T. 
This implies that the processes (M’(t), t > 0}, I= 1,2, 3, are continuous in 
the strong topology of (Y’(Rd))k. To state the norm continuity it s&ices 
to show, by [21], that there exist locally bounded functions F’: R, + R,, 
I = 1,2, 3, such that for all T > 0 and $ E (Y(Rd))k, 
V’($, T) - E sup (M’(t), 6)* < R’(4) F’(T) 
O<f<T 
(5.36) 
for some positive constants R’(4), I= 1,2, 3. By Theorem 4.3(B), since 
($P, 4) is a martingale, 
(M’(t), 9  -jr (M’(s), =@dO 4 tao, 
0 
is also a martingale. Therefore (5.36) can be obtained as Lemma 5.5, by 
applying Doob’s inequality. 
(B) Markov property and Langevin equations. Since the covariance 
functionals of the processes M’, I= 1,2, 3, satisfy the requirements of 
Theorem 2 of [a], then the Markov property, as well as expressions (4.4) 
and (4.5), are direct consequences of this theorem. 
(C) Spectral measures. We only consider the case I= 1, since the 
other two are analogous. For each ~20, the covariance kernel of the 
683/40/l-6 
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(generalized) random variable M’(s) is a k x k matrix valued function 
k’(s, ., .) such that 
x’(s, 6; 3, w) = j-lRdx Rd4(4 k’( $9 z, w) w(w) dz dw, 9, v E (Y(Rd))k. 
By inspection of X ‘(s, 4; s, w) one can show that for all s > 0 and z, w E RJ 
du 
x P;(s-u-o, (z, WI 
I,, = l,...,k d”) dv’ 
(5.37) 
The spectral measure of(z) dz of M’(s) is now computed by the formula 
g:(z) = lRd exp{ -iz . y} k’(s, 0, y) dy. 
The proof concludes by observing that 
s Rd 
exp{-iz.y}pq,(O, y)dy=exp{-2ujlzll”). 
Since the spectral measures of the generalized random fields M’(t), t > 0, 
are not finite, then M’(t), t 2 0, I= 1, 2, 3, are not induced by ordinary 
random fields. 
(D) Large time fluctuations. We only deal with the case I= 1, the 
other two being similar and simpler. For t 2 0, let k’(t) = [k;,] p,4= I, . . ..k 
denote the covariance kernel of M’(t). By Levy’s theorem for nuclear 
space-valued random variables [4], to show that M’(t) *ML as t + 00 it 
suffices to find ki:,” E lim, _ m ki,( t), p, q = 1, . . . . k. By applying (3.3) we 
obtain, for I, p = 1, . . . . k, 
lim exp{ -tz} U$(t)=,‘it (a,b,+exp{ -t(z-T’)- tz’} R,,(t)) 
1-m 
= a,b,, 
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which renders lim, _ m iJ$ = 0. Similarly, we have 
5 ’ 0 cl0 - u) qh4 ug4 fuzt w) du 
= exp{tr} [‘[exp{-(t-u)r} Uz,(t--24) 
0 
x exp{ -24x} U;(u) exp{ -24r} U~&U)] 
x exp{uT) PL,(z, w) du 
< L, exp{tr} j!exp{ur} du= L,t-‘exp{tr}(exp{tr} - 1) 
0 
for some positive constant L, . Since r < 0 by the subcriticality assumption, 
we obtain 
’ Uf,(t - u) U;(u) U;&) p;,(z, w) du = 0 
for I, m, n, p, q, r = 1, . . . . k. By the same procedure we have 
s I lim 1-+m 0 Ui&u)du= --Z~la,b,+r,,p 
and f I 
lim ss f-co 0 0 Uf,(u - 0) u@) U;$4 P;,(z, w) du du 
= ( --ZplaJm + mm) jom U:&u) U;(U) P;,(z, W) du, 
where I, WI, n, p, q, r = 1, . . . . k. Therefore, it follows from (5.37) that 
kiqm(z, w) = lim kj,(t, z, w) 
t-m 
=8z-w6pq 5 B,(-~~‘anb,+r,) 
n=l 
+ i 5 s”Lm!% r) 
n,m=l i,r=l 
co 
x(--~~~a,,b~+r~~) 
s 0 
C&u) u;(u) P;,(z, WI du, 
p, q = 1, . . . . k. 
The spectral measures of M’,, I = 1,2, 3, and the non-induction by 
ordinary random fields follows as in (C). 
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